
DE S CRIP T ION

Bahia is a wall and ceiling lamp that is seductive and captivating, thanks to the
special nature of its design and the innovative interplay of light and shade that it
produces. Its appeal is the result of three overlapping planes that have a slightly
asymmetrical pro le and reciprocal placement. The rst two house the light
source, accompanying the light that ows over their concave surface and
vanishes towards the edges. The third element completes the composition,
silhouetted through backlight with a strong, contrasting design. Every ray that
emanates from Bahia is contained of light and shade, which make it both a lighting
object and luminous decoration. Bahia is o ered in total white, to underline its
essential dramatic nature and its essence, without being ostentatious. It decorates
a whole wall alone, with very little width, or can be used to create multiple
compositions that are luminous archipelagos in both the home and the public
spaces.

MAT E RIALS

injection moulded polycarbonate

COLORS

White, Be Colour! Violet, Be Colour! Blue,
Be Colour! Green

Bahia, parete
by Lucidi, Pevere



Wall and ceiling lamp with re ected and di used light. Consisting of three matt white injection moulded polycarbonate egg-
shaped plates tted together asymmetrically. The largest plate works as the wall mounting plate, and the two central plates
conceal the lighting technology part.

Bahia

S CHE MAT IC & LIG HT E MIS S ION MAT E RIAL

injection moulded polycarbonate

COLORS

 

ACCE S S ORIE S

Bahia

LIG HT S OU RCE

1x40W + 1x22W2Gx13

CE RT IFICAT IONS

Bahia, parete
technical details



Bahia LED

S CHE MAT IC & LIG HT E MIS S ION MAT E RIAL

injection moulded polycarbonate

COLORS

 

ACCE S S ORIE S

Bahia

LIG HT S OU RCE

43W
2850 K 4850 lm CRI>90

CE RT IFICAT IONS

Bahia, parete
technical details



LU CIDI,  P E V E RE

Following initial training on the Milanese
design scene, Paolo Lucidi and Luca Pevere
set up their own studio in Udine, engaged in
a constant challenge to create new product
types, in search of unprecedented materials
and technologies.

Synergy with Foscarini research led to the
birth of the Aplomb lamp collection,
comprising shapes balanced between
architecture and design made with an
exclusive cement paste; Bahia, a
sophisticated graphic sign and a bright
game of lights and shadows; Lake, a
coloured spot with an organic and
asymmetric shape.

Bahia, parete
Designer



Bahia mini Bahia mini Bahia

Bahia, parete
family
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